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Abstract. We have examined the structureof the Pb-containing variants both of the
6i,Sr,CaC~,0~+~ (2212) and of the Bi2Sr2CazCu30,0+d(2223) high-T, oxide
superconductors, using TEM, and describe herethe way in which therecan be
differences in the characterof the various incommensurate distortions found in
these materials. It is further demonstrated that, in at least one compound in this
family, the form of the distortion structure can bechanged by an anneal from being
predominantly of shear wave character to being mainly compositional nature,
in
and that this is associated with a change in the superconducting characteristics.

1.

introduction

-

Bi2Sr2CaCu20,+, (2212) with a T, 85 K and the normally minority phase B i 2 S r 2 C a 2 C ~ 3 0 1 0(2223)
+ d with a
T, 110 K while differing intheir c axes throughthe
incorporation of an extra layer in the latter compound
both exhibit incommensurate structural modulations in
the &c plane [l-61. It has also been reported [7] that
the P b additions which increase the proportion of the
higher-T, phase present [8] in this class of superconductor [9] can give rise to a different modulation [lo],
which has been argued to be associated with ordering
[7] and displacements [l l], and is now primarily in the
b direction in the t i c plane. Here we describe how, when
there is no resistance tail below 110 K, the compounds
containing Pb exhibit an incommensurate shear distortion of the type which has been demonstrated in other
materials to have its origin in strong electron-phonon
interactions,whereas if there is a finite resistance tail
then some of the material exhibits the type of modulation previously described for these systems.
The idea that the higher-T, nominally ‘2223’ compound might be stabilised by the addition of small concentrations of Pb derives from the clear structural
similarity of the series of oxides
based
on
Bi2Sr2Ca,-lCun02,+4 (where n is the
number
of
consecutive
Cu-0
layers)
to ofthose
T ~ , B ~ , C ~ , - , C U , , O ~for
, , ~which n can be as high as

+
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five[12].
Furthermore if some of theBi3+ ions are
transfer from the
replaced by Pb2 thenthecharge
CuO planesmightencouragethesupposedlyoptimal
value of 0.1 holes per Cu atom in the three layer compound [13]. The
structural
similarity
between the
nominally ‘2212’ and ‘2223’ compounds [2,41 suggests
that long annealing times could well be required for the
formation of homogeneousregions
of thehigher-T,
oxidecontaining Pb and we proceeded onthat basis.
Ground and pelletised starting materials were prepared
with a range of nominal Ca, Cu and Pb concentrations
andheated at 850 “C for 156 h followed by aregrind
and a further 125 h anneal at the same temperature. At
theend of the final heattreatmentthesintered
discs
were quenched from 270°C. We discuss here only three
of several specimens made.These willbe designated
as B10 (n = 3.5, x = 0), B30 (n = 3.5, x = 0.1) and B40
(n = 3.5, x = 0.2) withnominalsamplecompositions
represented by (Bi, -xPbx)2Sr2Can-1 C ~ n 0 2 n +Speci4.
men B40 was also examined after it had been reheated
to 860°C for 16 h and then air cooled and in this state
it is described as B40H. X-ray powderdiffraction
showedapproximately 85% of B40 to be the ‘2223’
phase and using wavelength dispersive analysis on a
JEOL JXA8600 thismajorityphasehadameasured
composition, as normalised to the Ca atomic concentration, of (Bio,,3Pbo,,,)2,2Sr2Ca2Cu3,30y
in both B30 and
B40. While the Pb was thus found to substitute for the
+

re(K1
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T, (2212) compound a = b = 0.54 nm and c = 3.1 nm,
while for the higher-T, (2223) compound c = 3.7 nm.
We have rounded these values mainly since, as we
describe below, we have found that the cell sizes exhibit
local variation as a function of both the stoichiometry
and the form of the distortions present. In viewof this
variability it also seems to be sensible to retainsome
simple basis to which we can refer when describing the
incommensuratenature of themodulations.Indoing
this we should however note that Matsui et a1 [S] have
suggested areasonable, if non-unique, e.g.[6, 11, 161,
model for themajor features of the characteristically
incommensuratestructuralmodulations
observed in
bothmaterials (in the absence of Pb) which is based
primarily on the substitution of a fraction of the Bi ions
in the Bi,O, layers in an ordered manner by Sr ions.
While it is this which has led to the use of an orthorhombic cell with b = 5a for the 2212 compound, despite
thedistortion wavelength actually being found to be
about 4.8~1,and b = 8a for 2223,e.g. [lo], it is symptomatic of thecurrent
confusion thatothers
have
tended to the alternative extreme (in noting a degree of
non-tetragonality) and use a monoclinic unit cell [17].
Diffraction patterns obtained at a [l001 beam direction are sufficient to demonstrate the more startling differences between the modulation structures of the three
(Bi, -xPb,)2Sr2Ca,- 1 C ~ , 0 2 n + 4compounds. Figures
2(a), and 3(a) and (b) show such patterns for B10,B30
and B40 respectively. That for B10 exhibits features
which at first sight are very similar to those which have
been associated with the diffraction behaviour of the
characteristicincommensuratemodulation
wave (here
designated at ‘type 1’) seen when the 2212 compound
T, of 85 K andshould
be compared with
hasa
both
for the
published, e.g. C1-41, [l001 patterns
c = 3.1 nm compound(as
here) as well as for the
c = 3.7 nm material.The‘distortion’
reflections are
now, for B10, rather stronger (relative to those due to
the parent lattice) than hasbeen reported when they are
due solely to a ‘type 1’ modulation, and in addition
morestreaking isseen parallel to c*. That these two
effects are associatedwith a ‘condensation’ of the distortions was confirmed by the appearance of images of B10
at thisnormal
which show an irregularly twinned

Bi, as reported by Ramesh et al [7], rather less was
incorporated in the compound than was found to be the
case by these authors.

2. Results and discussion

Resistance measurements were carried outonbar
samples cut from thesintered
discs using foura
terminal technique and a measuring current of 10 mA.
The resistance ratios for the three samples as a function
of temperature are shown in figure l@).In view of our
structural results on B10 as obtained by TEM, and the
fact that its main x-ray diffraction lines were dissimilar
from those previously reported, e.g. [14], for the ‘2212’
compound it is significant that, although there is a step
in the conductivity at a temperature suggesting the presence of the ‘2223’ compound, the resistance remained
finite down to 67 K. The ‘2212’ compound is normally
superconductive at 85 K. B40 exhibited a resistance
beneaththeinstrumentalresolution
below 106.4 K,
unless it was further aged (the resistivity ratios for B40
and B40H are compared in figure l(b)), but B30 had a
clear resistivity tail well beneath this temperature. Using
the conventional definition of T, as the temperature at
which p ( T ) = 0.5pn(T) then the T, for B40 was 110 K.
Theroom-temperature resistivity of thissample was
880 pl2 cm, andabove 160 K thenormalstate
resistivity exhibitedanormal-statelineardependenceon
temperature with p ( T ) = 86 + 2.70 T pa cm. However
beneath
the
below 160 K the resistance dropped
extrapolatednormalstate
values. Defining the excess
conductivity (Ao)in this way we find that, although the
relation An = A(T/T, - l)-’ fits the data, itdoes so
with a = 1.5 (see figure l(c)). In view of the structure of
this material as described below it is perhaps significant
that such a value for a is more appropriate to 1D than
2D conductivity fluctuations [l5].
Turning to our structural observations on the three
samples, all were examined by TEM using a JEOL
2000FX afterion beam thinning.In our discussion of
the data we use unit cell descriptions based onthose
determined by Matsui et al C1-41, taking for the lower101
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Flgure 1. (a)Resistivity ratios for B10 and the two Pb containing oxides B30 and 840 all of which had the Same heat treatment.
(b) Resistivity ratios for B40 and for B40H. (c) Excess conductivity against reduced temperature, (T - T,)/T,, the curve having
been fitted to the data to the thickness of the line shown with a = 1.5.
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Figure 2. (a) Electron diffraction pattern for B10 at [loo]
with b* horizontal and c* vertical. The image in ( b ) shows
the irregular local tendencies to a twinned formof the
modulation wave.

appearance on the scale of a few unit cells (see figure
2(b)). It remains possible that it could be either localised
substitution or the ‘relaxation’ of thedistortion wave
strain fields when the localised twins are formed which
is associated with the loss of the 85 K superconcucting
properties of this oxide in the absence of Pb when it is
annealed as described above. Whatevertheprimary
origin of the observed change in thesuperconducting
transition temperature to 67 K, the idea that the incommensurate ‘type 1’ modulation might be electronically
driven is (as has already been suggested [7] for the Pb
containing material given the way the ‘type 1’ modulation has been then observed to be lost on cooling)
further supported by the work of Gao et al [6]. These
authorsdemonstratedthat
in the non-Pbcontaining
2212 compound the normal modulation can be modelled as being primarily dueto displacive distortions
rather than to substitution. The point that we wish to
416

Figure 3. Electron diffraction patterns for B30 in ( a )and B40
in ( b ) at [loo] with b* horizontal and C* vertical. Note how
the incommensurate reflections associated with the shear
wave distortions are weak near to the 020 and 040
reflections (by comparison with the relative strength of
these reflections).

make here is simply that a change in the normal modulation (apparently caused by a change in the annealing
procedure) for the 2212 compound is associated with a
change in T, .
In this paper we however concentrate on the modulation structure seen in the Pb containing material and
it is immediately apparent from figure 3(b) that the diffraction pattern for B40 at [l001 is completely different
from that for B10. Not only do we see that the material
now has
the
unstreaked
reflections of regular
a
c = 3.7 nm structure, but more interestingly the ‘type 1’
modulation has been replaced almost completely by a
new distortion(thecharacteristic
real space form of
which is evident in figure qa)) giving rise to satellite
reflections parallel to b*. As wewill now demonstrate,
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Figure 4. Electron diffraction patterns at [loo] for B40 in (a)-(e)with, in each case,b* horizontal andc* vertical. The pattern
in ( b ) was obtained after a tilt about [OOl] while those in (c)-(e) were obtained for tilts about [OlO], (e) being an enlargement
of the 020 spot from ( c ) .

the new distortion (which we designate here as ‘type 2’)
cannot be of chemical origin. The diffraction pattern in
figure 4(b) was obtained for a small tilt about [Ool]
from the (100) normal at which the diffraction pattern in
figure 4(a) was taken, while those in figures 4(c) and (d)
were as exhibited for progressively increased tilts about
[OlO]. Figure 4(e) shows an enlargement of the 020
reflection and its satellites from figure 4(c). These diffraction patterns are sufficient to show that the satellite
reflections must have twodistinct physical origins. In
general they become stronger (relative to their parent)
as the magnitude of g is increased and they are almost
invisible (except to a degree which is partially explained
by dynamical contributions, as is demonstrated here by
rotating about b*) on the 020 systematic row. This last
characteristic delineates the primary origin of the satellite reflections as a wave shearingthematerialacross
the 010 planes in the C0011 direction. That [OOl] is the
sheardirection was confirmed by theexaminationof
(001) patterns where, in general, only veryweak and
rather variable satellite reflections were observed (as in
figure 5(a)) which could in general be explained by diffraction effects due to the weak off plane contributions
of the distortion of the type seen in the 2212 compound

(the effects of which can also be just discerned in the
(100) patterns). The diffraction patternsobservable at
C0011 were in general much more difficult to characterise than those at [l003 or [OlO] because of the way the
material can defoliate, just as can the dichalcogenides
[18], giving rise to moirt effects that can be readily misinterpreted as being due to distortions [l91 (an example
of the effect on the diffraction pattern of such a defoliation andsubsequentrestructuring
is shown in figure
5(b)).
Returning to the origin and form of the modulations
seen in the B40 material as examined at (loo), Gao e? al
[6] were unable to eliminatethe possibility of some
substitution in the form of the normal 2212 compound
distortion in an analysis of their x-ray data for this
material. Here too, as we can see from figure 4(e), the
satellite reflections remaining in the [OlO] direction
around 020 after tilting about [OlO] arenot
only
weaker than their neighbours (despite their parent being
stronger) but they are also sharper and have relatively
stronger second-order components. This indicates that
as well as theshear wave there must also be another
weaker non-shear type wave which isof a necessarily
less sinusoidal form than is theshear wave given the
417
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Figure 5. Examples of diffraction patterns at (001) showing
the effects of the type 1 modulation in (a)and of defoliation
and the resultant restructuring of rotated grains in ( b ) .The
latter type of diffraction pattern, and the associated moires
seen in images of such material, can be confused with
effects due to modulations without care.

relatively higher strength of the second Fouriercomponent. This wave is of compositional or substitutional
origin though we were not able to determine whether its
wavelength was more nearly commensurate than that of
the shear wave. Relative asymmetries of the distortion
satellite reflections at high-order reflections (as discussed for x-rays by, for example, Guinier [20]) are also
consistent with a minor contribution of chemical origin
for the total modulation. The wavelength of the (shear)
distortional part of the modulation in this material was
found to be incommensurate at room temperature with
a tendency for the waves to lock on to defects as is a
characteristic of soft phonons and has been observed in
materials such as thetransitionmetal dichalcogenides
418

for which periodic lattic-distortion+harge-density-wave
coupling has been demonstrated [21]. Images of different areas of B40 are shown in figures 6(a) and (h). The
images were takennear to (figure 6(a)) andat (figure
6(h)) the (100) normal and we can see, in each case, the
way in which the distortion (with a normal on average
parallel to h*) relates to the local structure. In figure
6(a) there are ‘dislocations’ in the wave which are apparently pinned to structural defects and in figure 6(h) there
are similar defects which are in the main now pinned at
the main boundary (of (001: habit) between the majority
(c = 3.7 nm) and minority (c = 3.1 nm) structures found
in thislatter specimen. It is interesting thatother dislocations in themodulation were found to pin at the
half layer of the 3.7 nm structure within the 3.1 nm
material in the areashown. No statistically significant
difference in the Pbcontent of these two phases was
found but the distortion wavelength (2) was measured
from diffraction patterns to be in general shorter(at
-4.3 nm) in the c = 3.1 nm material than in the
c = 3.7 nm phase where the modulation could
exhibit
wavelengths as large as 4.7 nm. The average value of i.
found in the majority phase (c = 3.7 nm) of B40 was
actually only a little larger than the lower value, at
(8.1 14 f 0.042)a, but this is statistically significantly
>8a and clearly incommensurate. Fascinatingly, as the
temperature is lowered the )./a ratiotends to become
commensurate. Measurements of the modulations are of
course complicated by the fact that there are two
origins for them as we have already demonstrated. We
would expect that it is only the part of the modulation
associated with a shear wave which changes its wavelength relative to h as the temperature is changed but
thiscouldnot
be confirmed from the patterns themselves (it only being for rather specific tilts about [OlO]
thatthetwoorigins
for themodulationare
even
distinguishable). In making rather careful measurements
on a number of patterns taken from different areas of
B40 it however became apparent that the [Ool] direction was not always perpendicular to [OlO]. In making
these measurements we took
account
both
of the
maximum effects of astigmatism in the intermediate lens
and of the extent to which there was asymmetric shrinkage of the recording film during its development. The
interestingpoint was that the degree of monoclinicity
which was measured proved to be variable in the foils
examined and between about 0.2 and 0.6 deg. Again we
were not able to determine whether this monoclinicity
was the more or the less as a function of the relative
importance of the shear or compositional origin of the
modulation in a given region but it is significant that
there was greatervariationthantheerrors
(which we
determined) in viewof
thebehaviour
of B40H for
which, as we note below, the compositional modulation
appeared to be dominant.
In summary then of the modulation found in B40, it
proved to bein themain,but
not entirely, due to a
shear wave across the (010) planes with an incommensurate wavelength. The diffraction patterns obtained for
this material could not be fully explained on this basis
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however and B40 also exhibited both a little of the ‘type
1’ modulation characteristic of the normal Pb-free 2212
compound and a form of the ‘type 2’ modulation which
appeared to be due to substitutional rather than shear
effects.
Returning to the [l001 diffraction pattern exhibited
byB30 (figure 3(a)), which it willbe remembered had
intermediate superconducting properties, we see that its
structure is alsointermediate!Thesheardistortion
wave of ‘type 2’ is in evidence, if less well defined, but
the remnant presence of the ‘type I’ modulation can be
discerned and appeared to be in general stronger than
inB40. We didnot make asystematicstudy
in this
material of the relative importance of theshearand
compositional origins of the ‘type 2’ modulation.
The above data provide unambiguous evidence for
the presence of shear wave distortions in both the ‘2212’
and the ‘2223’ BiSrCaCuO compounds when the Bi is
partially substituted by Pb, the critical result being the
weakness of the satellite reflections parallel to h*. While
there is no direct evidence that the ‘type 2’ modulation
is electrondriven,anyotherorigin
isdifficult to conceive given the incommensurate and shear nature of the
distortion and the way it tends to lock to defects. At the
same time the result only becomes interesting in relation to the mechanisms involved in the superconducting
behaviour of these materials if a link can be established
between the presence or absence of the modulation and
somechange in thesuperconductingproperties.
We
have noted above indirect evidence for such a link both
for B10 and in the differences between the behaviours
seen for B30 and B40. We can however establish a link
for B40. We have found that when thissample
is
reheated to 860°C for 16 h and then air cooled a resistancetaildevelops
below 106 K extending toabout
100 K (see figure l(b)). While some regions of this
sample
(B40H)
exhibited [l003
diffraction
patterns
(figure 7(a))with the characteristic diffraction effects (as
described above) of the ‘type 2’ modulation which were
indistinguishable from those for B40, most of the
regionsexamined
showed thecompositional
modification to thismodulation (figure 7(h))which was not
observed except asaminoritycomponent
in sample
B40 for which, it will be remembered that there was no
rzsistance tail. The new diffractionpatternshows
an
apparently unchanged incommensurate wavelength for
the‘distortion’but
we can see that it is no longer of
shear character in thatthestrength
of itsdiffraction

Figure 6. (a)A region of B40 where the modulationwaves
are pinned to defects in thestructure. In ( b ) the ‘2223’ phase
is sandwiched between regions of the lower c spacing
‘2212‘ phase. We can see from the way the distortion waves

are pinned at the phase boundary both that these waves
are not of compositional origin and (from the sense of the
‘dislocations’ there as arrowed) that the spacing of these
distortions is larger inthe c = 3.7 nm oxide than in that with
c = 3.1 nm. Note too how there is a dislocation in the
modulation at the single layerof the secondary phase (as at
A). The inset [l003 diffraction pattern from the two phase
region shown in ( b ) exhibits weak 101-type reflections
showing that there are also90” twins of the c = 3.7 nm
material in the area as was confirmed by real space
observation. Other examples of such twin orientations are
shown in (c).
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have incorporated Pbinto thisinteresting material.
We in fact found clean and
rather
common
[loo] ll[OlO] II[OOl] habit grain boundaries as exemplified above.

3. Conclusion

The directimplication of our data for B40H is that,
even if regions exhibiting the ‘type 2’ shear wave modulation are present, it is the(presumably)surrounding
zones, in which this modulation is modified to be no
longer of predominantlyshear wave character, which
lead to the finite resistance below 106 K. Given this
result our observation thatthe ‘condensation’ of the
‘type 1’ modulation into a twin structure in the Pb-free
2212 compounds is associated with finite sub 85 K
resistance takes on a new importance.
Taking our results as a whole it is no longer speculative to suggest that the presence of soft phonon distortions (even when Pb is notpresent)could
well be
important for high-T, behaviour in the class of materials
examined. It is this point which potentially rationalises
the otherwise surprising fact that an apparently gross
change of the distortional structure when Pb is incorporated leaves the values of T, unaltered. The important
point would appear to be that, whatever its form, the
distortionshould be predominantly displacive. Inthe
light of thedata presented here we suggest that it
should be worthwhile re-examining the theoretical relevance of this type of structural modification with, in its
generally acknowledged association with the Peierls
instability, such a pedigree in traditional low-T, superconductivity theory.
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